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(57) ABSTRACT 
A collaborative object architecture with one or more of the 
following technologies: 1) lightweight asynchronous mes 
saging; 2) collaborative objects; 3) optimistic concurrency 
control; and 4) transparent object serialization. Lightweight 
asynchronous messaging allows highly responsive interac 
tivity and natural interactions with minimal network loads. 
Collaborative objects allow ubiquitous sharing and provides 
each user with the same copy of the shared object. Opti 
mistic concurrency control allows full-duplex group editing 
and natural interactions. Transparent object serialization 
provides real world persistence and support for asynchro 

(21) Appl, No,: 09/993,639 nous changes. Thus, combination of these technologies 
provides a collaborative object architecture with several 

(22) Filed: Nov. 27, 2001 advantages over the prior art. 
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COLLABORATIVE OBJECT ARCHITECTURE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to multi-user com 
puter applications. More speci?cally, the present invention 
relates to a collaborative object architecture for use With 
networked computers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] Advances in computer technology and the advent 
of the Internet have enabled geographically distributed com 
puter users to execute computer programs from points 
around the World. Examples of distributed programs include 
computer chat rooms, conferencing programs and gaming 
programs, each of Which alloW multiple computer users to 
interactively exchange information in real time. For 
instance, a computer chat room can alloW a number of 
distributed users to vieW conversational text as it is typed by 
any one of the individual users, a conferencing application 
may alloW geographically distributed users to collectively 
draft and edit a single text document, and gaming programs 
can alloW multiple users to compete or collaborate in a 
virtual gaming environment. 

[0003] In order to perform distributed programming, it is 
necessary for tWo individual processes to maintain a bi 
directional communication stream. The term “process” 
refers to an active execution of a computation, and is also 
commonly referred to as a task, job, or thread. Distributed 
programming is frequently based on the client-server para 
digm, Wherein a process executing on a client system 
communicates With a process executing on a server system. 

[0004] In the client-server paradigm, a client process 
makes requests for access to, and information from, a server 
process. Aclient process and server process can be executing 
on the same computer system or they can be executing on 
separate netWorked systems. In an architecture Where a 
server is accessible by a netWork, such as the Internet, a large 
number of client systems from around the World can make 
requests on a server system. 

[0005] Distributed programs, hoWever, typically are only 
distributed to the extent that multiple client systems have 
access to a program running on a server system that operates 
With request and Wait remote procedure calls (RPCs). In 
these architectures, the client systems request a service from 
the server system and Wait for a response before proceeding. 
Such architectures require substantial netWork resources to 
keep the client systems updated With changes to the pro 
gram. As the number of users increases netWork and other 
computing resources required to provide satisfactory per 
formance also increases. For these reasons, prior art distrib 
uted programs typically do not provide a scalable, near real 
time collaborative environment. 

[0006] What is needed is an improved architecture that 
provides objects distributed among multiple computer sys 
tems that act as a single object. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] A collaborative object architecture is described. A 
pod application runs on a server computer system. Applets 
run on one or more client computer systems coupled to the 
server computer system via a netWork. Each pod and a 
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corresponding applet on each client computer system com 
prises a collaborative object. In one embodiment, pods have 
multiple constituent parts having corresponding constituent 
parts in each corresponding applet. Changes generated by a 
constituent part in an applet are processed locally and 
communicated to the pod. The applet continues normal 
operation Without Waiting for a response from the pod. 
When the pod receives the changes, the corresponding 
constituent part processes the changes and communicates 
the changes to the applets that have not processed the 
changes. In one embodiment, multiple changes are commu 
nicated in a single message packet. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] The present invention is illustrated by Way of 
example, and not by Way of limitation, in the ?gures of the 
accompanying draWings in Which like reference numerals 
refer to similar elements. 

[0009] FIG. 1 is one embodiment of a computer system. 

[0010] FIG. 2 is one embodiment of a collaborative object 
architecture. 

[0011] FIG. 3 is one embodiment of a conceptual diagram 
of lightWeight asynchronous messaging. 

[0012] FIG. 4 is one embodiment of a distributed database 
having collaborative objects. 

[0013] FIG. 5 is one embodiment of tWo messages of a 
single string object that cross in a netWork. 

[0014] FIG. 6 is one embodiment of a state space for an 
applet and a pod While processing messages. 

[0015] FIG. 7 is one embodiment of a state space in Which 
an applet and a pod diverge by more than one step. 

[0016] FIG. 8 is one embodiment of a How diagram for 
sending a message. 

[0017] FIG. 9 is one embodiment of a How diagram for 
receiving a message. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] A collaborative object architecture is described. In 
the folloWing description, for purposes of explanation, 
numerous speci?c details are set forth in order to provide a 
thorough understanding of the present invention. It Will be 
apparent, hoWever, to one skilled in the art that the present 
invention can be practiced Without these speci?c details. In 
other instances, Well-knoWn structures and devices are 
shoWn in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring the 
present invention. 

[0019] Brie?y, the present invention provides a collabo 
rative object architecture With one or more of the folloWing: 
1) lightWeight asynchronous messaging; 2) collaborative 
objects; 3) optimistic concurrency control; and 4) transpar 
ent object serialiZation. LightWeight asynchronous messag 
ing alloWs responsive interactivity and natural interactions 
With minimal netWork loads. Collaborative objects alloW 
ubiquitous sharing and provides each user With the same 
copy of a shared object. Optimistic concurrency control 
alloWs full-duplex group editing and natural interactions. 
Transparent object serialiZation provides real World persis 
tence and support for asynchronous changes. Thus, combi 
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nation of these features provides a persistent collaborative 
object messaging architecture With several advantages over 
the prior art. 

[0020] OvervieW of a Collaborative Object Architecture 

[0021] FIG. 1 is one embodiment of a computer system. 
Computer system 100 includes bus 101 or other communi 
cation device for communicating information, and processor 
102 coupled With bus 101 for processing information. Com 
puter system 100 may also include multiple processors (not 
shoWn in FIG. 1). Computer system 100 further includes 
random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage 
device 104 (referred to as main memory), coupled to bus 101 
for storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor 102. Main memory 104 also can be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions by processor 102. 
Computer system 100 also includes read only memory 
(ROM) and/or other static storage device 106 coupled to bus 
101 for storing static information and instructions for pro 
cessor 102. Data storage device 107 is coupled to bus 101 for 
storing information and instructions. 

[0022] Data storage device 107 such as a magnetic disk or 
optical disc and its corresponding drive can be coupled to 
computer system 100. Computer system 100 can also be 
coupled via bus 101 to display device 121, such as a cathode 
ray tube (CRT) or liquid crystal display (LCD), for display 
ing information to a computer user. Alphanumeric input 
device 122, including alphanumeric and other keys, is 
typically coupled to bus 101 for communicating information 
and command selections to processor 102. Another type of 
user input device is cursor control 123, such as a mouse, a 
trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direc 
tion information and command selections to processor 102 
and for controlling cursor movement on display 121. 

[0023] FIG. 2 is one embodiment of a collaborative object 
architecture. In one embodiment, each data set (or object) 
Within the architecture has tWo distinct parts: one part that 
runs on a single server computer system and one or more 

copies of the second part that run on separate client com 
puter systems, each of Which connect to the server computer 
system via a netWork. The phrase “data set” refers to a broad 
category of objects including, but not limited to, applica 
tions, ?les, etc. 

[0024] For purposes of explanation herein, individual cli 
ent parts of each application are called “applets.” In one 
embodiment, applets run in a Web broWser, such as Internet 
Explorer® available from Microsoft Corporation of Red 
mond, Washington or Navigator® available from Netscape 
Communications, Inc. of Mountain VieW, Calif. Alterna 
tively, the applet can run in a different Web broWser or as a 
standalone application. In one embodiment, applets are built 
of classes de?ned by the JavaTM Programming Language 
available from Sun Microsystems of Mountain VieW, Calif.; 
hoWever, any programming language can be used. 

[0025] In alternative embodiments, applets are standalone 
applications (client applications) rather than applets running 
in a Web broWser. In such embodiments, the client applica 
tions are installed in a client computer system prior to 
communication With a server. 

[0026] When a server application is running on a server 
computer system, the server accepts connections from cli 
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ents and activates or deactivates server-side applications in 
response to the connections. For explanation purposes 
herein, the server half of an application is referred to as a 
“pod.” The server also maintains the persistent state of the 
pods. 
[0027] A server provides an environment in Which pods 
can run and receive connections from corresponding applets. 
In one embodiment, the server responds to TCP or HTTP 
connections made by client-side messaging substrate(s) and 
generates a sub-connection to an appropriate pod. It is 
important to note that any type of communication protocol 
that provides reliable, ordered communications can be used 
to implement the present invention. 

[0028] Each collaborative object includes multiple con 
stituent parts including a pod and one or more applets 
distributed across multiple computer systems. Applets and 
pods can be further subdivided into constituent sub-parts, 
Which interact to provide collaborative sub-objects. Sub 
parts can be further subdivided into multiple levels of 
sub-parts each of Which interact With corresponding sub 
parts to provide multiple levels of collaborative sub-objects. 
The relationship of constituent parts across multiple com 
puter systems and the hierarchical relationship of sub-parts 
is described in greater detail beloW. 

[0029] NetWork 200 provides an interconnection betWeen 
multiple computer systems that operate as client computer 
systems and/or server computer systems. NetWork 200 can 
be any type of computer netWork. In one embodiment, 
netWork 200 is the Internet. Alternatively, netWork 200 can 
be local-area netWork (LAN), a Wide-area netWork (WAN), 
etc. 

[0030] FIG. 2 describes a single server communicating 
With to a single Web broWser via netWork 200 for simplicity. 
Any number of Web broWsers and any number of servers can 
be interconnected via netWork 200 and additional netWorks 
(not shoWn in FIG. 2); hoWever, collaborative objects 
operate betWeen a single server and multiple clients. In one 
embodiment, the netWork connection provides an applet 
With a bi-directional communication channel With the cor 
responding pod. In one embodiment, the communication 
takes the form of asynchronous remote procedure calls 
(RPCs) made by each side to the other. 

[0031] Web broWser 220 runs on a client computer system 
(not shoWn in FIG. 2) that provides computing resources for 
Web broWser 220. Similarly, server application 240 runs on 
a server computer system (not shoWn in FIG. 2) that 
provides computing resources for server application 240. 
The particular environment in Which applets and pods run 
may be varied and is not central to the present invention. 

[0032] Web broWser 220 runs one or more applets, such as 
applet 222 and applet 224. In one embodiment, each applet 
can be further subdivided into multiple constituent parts, 
such as constituent parts 212, 214, 216, 232 and 234. 
Constituent parts can be, for example, a shared string, a 
shared integer, etc. 

[0033] Server 240 runs one or more pods, such as pods 
250 and 260. In one embodiment, each pod can be further 
subdivided into multiple constituent parts that correspond to 
respective constituent parts of applets running in Web 
broWser 220 or other Web broWsers (not shoWn in FIG. 2). 
For example, pod 250 corresponds to applet 210 and the 
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three constituent parts of pod 250 (e.g., 252, 254 and 256) 
correspond to the three constituent parts (e.g., 212, 214 and 
216) of applet 210. Similarly, the tWo constituent parts of 
pod 260 (e.g., 262 and 264) correspond to the tWo constitu 
ent parts of applet 230 (e.g., 232 and 234). 

[0034] Communication betWeen applets and correspond 
ing pods occur over netWork 200. The netWork connection 
provides applets With a bidirectional communication chan 
nel With the corresponding pod. In one embodiment, the 
communication takes the form of asynchronous remote 
procedure calls (RPCs) made by each side to the other. 
Asynchronous communication is described in greater detail 
beloW. 

[0035] Lightweight Asynchronous Messaging 

[0036] In one embodiment, pods and applets communicate 
via a messaging substrate. 

[0037] The messaging substrate is an optimiZed facility 
designed speci?cally to support interactive distributed appli 
cations running on any netWork. The messaging substrate is 
designed for performance using high-latency netWorks by 
using small messages to reduce bandWidth requirements. 

[0038] Network interactions are generally subject to tWo 
sources of response latency. 

[0039] The ?rst source of response latency is caused by 
sequential processing of events by a pod. Sequential pro 
cessing refers to ordering of events that occur simulta 
neously or are received simultaneously by the pod. The 
second source of response latency is high-latency commu 
nications paths. For example, loW-bandWidth connections, 
busy netWorks, and high-latency links introduce delays to 
responses from other devices. 

[0040] In one embodiment, asynchronous lightWeight 
messaging alloWs applets to continue operation Without 
Waiting for a response from the corresponding pod. Thus, 
unlike rigid “call and return” messaging, applets are not left 
idle Waiting for pod response. Similarly, pods continue local 
operations Without Waiting for the applet to respond. Thus, 
both the pod and the applet can continue operations Without 
Waiting for a response from the other device, thereby 
improving interactivity of distributed applications. 

[0041] In order to properly implement asynchronous light 
Weight messaging, the underlying transport protocol must be 
reliable and provide ordered delivery. In other Words, mes 
sages sent by an applet are received by a corresponding pod 
in the same order in Which the messages Were sent. In one 
embodiment, TCP is used for messaging purposes; hoWever, 
any protocol that provides reliable, ordered delivery of 
messages can be used. 

[0042] FIG. 3 is one embodiment of a conceptual diagram 
of lightWeight asynchronous messaging. NetWork 300 pro 
vides interconnection betWeen server 320, Web broWser 340 
and Web broWser 360. Pods 322, 324 and 326 run in server 
320. Applets 342 and 344 run in Web broWser 340. Similarly, 
applets 362 and 364 run in Web broWser 360. 

[0043] Message bursts generated by the Web broWsers and 
the server can include multiple messages. For example, 
message burst 350 includes tWo messages generated by an 
applet running in Web broWser 360. The term “message 
bursts” refers to any grouping of messages sent across a 
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netWork, regardless of netWork protocol and packet format. 
Message burst 330 includes three messages generated by an 
applet running in Web broWser 340. Pods communicate 
messages in a similar manner. For example, message burst 
310 includes four messages from a pod running in server 
320. 

[0044] In one embodiment, compact representations are 
used to reduce the amount of data included in each message. 
For example, if an integer is less than 256, the number is sent 
as one byte of data. Larger integers are sent as larger blocks 
of data. Similar compact representations are used for other 
data. In this manner messages are optimiZed to reduce the 
non-essential data included in each message. LightWeight 
messaging alloWs small change information to be sent 
frequently. This makes the collaborative object appear more 
“live” because the user receives better feedback. Light 
Weight messaging is also bene?cial for use With high-latency 
netWorks such as the Internet for the same reason. 

[0045] As described above, multiple messages can be 
bundled into a single message burst. For example, multiple 
messages can be included in a single TCP packet or HTTP 
request. The asynchronous nature of messaging provided by 
the present invention alloWs message bundling because a 
sending object is not required to Wait for a response from the 
receiving object. In a call and return architecture only a 
single message can be sent because the sending object 
cannot proceed Without a response from the receiving 
object. 
[0046] In one embodiment, a single TCP connection is 
shared betWeen all applets running on a single broWser and 
a corresponding server application running corresponding 
pods. The constituent sub-parts of an applet communicate 
With the corresponding constituent sub-parts of a pod over 
the shared connection. 

[0047] Collaborative Objects 
[0048] Collaborative objects refers to many constituent 
parts on many hosts that act as a single object. As discussed 
above, each object has a server side (pod) and one or more 
client sides (applets). Each pod and/or applet can be further 
sub-divided into constituent parts that communicate With 
corresponding constituent parts. In one embodiment, con 
stituent parts are chosen from a library of constituent parts; 
hoWever, custom constituent parts can be designed. 

[0049] The library of constituent parts can provide loWer 
level functionality, such as constituent parts that manipulate 
strings, numerical values, etc. Higher-level collaborative 
objects can be built from the loWer-level collaborative 
objects included in the library. For example, a database 
query higher-level collaborative object can include multiple 
string objects and multiple integer objects. The database 
query object can then be shared by multiple applets and a 
corresponding pod. 
[0050] Collaborative objects also provide an applet With 
more local intelligence than prior art shared objects operat 
ing With a call and return protocol. An applet can provide 
local processing of shared objects Without the need of 
communicating With the pod. For example, an applet can 
search a local copy of a collaborative string object to 
determine Whether a particular sub-string exists Without 
communicating a search request to the pod. Thus, applet 
operations do not necessarily correspond With remote pro 
cedure calls. 
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[0051] FIG. 4 is one embodiment of a distributed database 
having collaborative objects. In the example of FIG. 4, the 
collaborative object is a database; hoWever, collaborative 
objects can operate on any set of data, Whether executable or 
not. Constituent parts of the collaborative object can be 
used, for example, to author queries, modify data, etc. 

[0052] Server application 410 runs a pod that consists of 
pod core 412, collaborative integer constituent part 414 and 
collaborative string constituent part 416. Pod core 412 has 
access to data 420 that is not a part of server application 410. 
As described in greater detail beloW, applets do not directly 
intercommunicate. Applets send messages to a correspond 
ing pod and the pod manages coordination of collaborative 
objects. 

[0053] Web broWser 450 runs applet 470 that includes 
applet core 452, collaborative integer constituent part 454 
and collaborative string constituent part 456. Similarly, Web 
broWser 440 runs applet 460 that includes applet core 442, 
collaborative integer constituent part 444 and collaborative 
string constituent part 446. In one embodiment, the collabo 
rative string constituent parts and the collaborative integer 
constituent parts are multiple instances of objects de?ned by 
the object library. 

[0054] In one embodiment, pod core 412, applet core 442 
and applet core 452 provide code sequences to manage 
communications betWeen the pod/applet over shared TCP 
connections. For purposes of explanation With respect to 
FIG. 4, the core components include the messaging sub 
strate described above. In one embodiment, the constituent 
parts that are included in pods and applets communicate 
With corresponding constituent parts in the manner 
described above in more general terms With respect to 
applets and pods. 

[0055] Collaborative string constituent parts 416, 446 and 
456 are corresponding constituent parts that provide a col 
laborative string object used to de?ne a query into the 
database to retrieve data from data 420. When a user of Web 
broWser 450 Writes a query using a keyboard or other input 
device (not shoWn in FIG. 4), the query is input to a user 
interface (not shoWn in FIG. 4) of Web broWser 450. The 
user interface communicates the query to collaborative 
string constituent part 456 that modi?es a local copy of the 
string. Collaborative string constituent part 456 then com 
municates the query to collaborative string constituent part 
416. In one embodiment, the query is communicated as part 
of a message burst betWeen applet 470 and pod 480. 

[0056] Collaborative string constituent part 416 updates 
the server-side local version of the string in response to the 
message received from applet 470. Coordination of mes 
sages betWeen multiple applets and a corresponding pod is 
described in greater detail beloW. Collaborative string con 
stituent part 416 then communicates the query to collabo 
rative string constituent part 446 that is part of applet 460, 
as Well as to any other corresponding applets (not shoWn in 
FIG. 4). Collaborative string constituent part 446 changes 
the local copy of the string and communicates the string to 
the user interface (not shoWn in FIG. 4) of Web broWser 
440. 

[0057] In one embodiment, communications occur 
directly betWeen the constituent parts of a collaborative 
object. The corresponding pod and applets do not manage 
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communications or updates to data controlled by the con 
stituent parts. In this manner, constituent parts of applets and 
pods as Well as constituent sub-parts along With correspond 
ing parts or sub-parts operate as collaborative objects or 
collaborative sub-objects, Without management by the 
higher-level applets and pod. By providing independent 
objects operating together to form a higher level applet or 
pod, the present invention alloWs use of asynchronous 
communications betWeen parts to provide a more responsive 
architecture than prior art shared object architectures. 

[0058] The user of Web broWser 440 can also make 
modi?cations to the string to change the database query. Any 
changes to the string are processed in the same manner as the 
original query described above. Of course, other constituent 
parts can be used to provide different data in a similar 
manner. For example, collaborative integer constituent parts 
414, 444 and 454 can be used for communicating other data 
betWeen Within collaborative objects, for example, updating 
data 420. 

[0059] Constituent parts can be further subdivided into 
multiple constituent sub-parts or larger collaborative objects 
can be built from constituent parts (not shoWn in FIG. 4). 
For example, collaborative string constituent part 416 and 
collaborative integer constituent part 414 together can de?ne 
a database query pod constituent part. The corresponding 
applet constituent parts de?ne respective database query 
applet constituent parts. Together the constituent parts pro 
vide a database query collaborative object. Constituent sub 
parts communicate directly With corresponding constituent 
sub-parts in the same manner as the constituent parts 
described above. 

[0060] Because objects and sub-objects communicate 
using lightWeight asynchronous messaging, changes to an 
object are made Without update and coordination With other 
objects of the same applet. For example, changes to col 
laborative integer constituent part 444 can be communicated 
after changes to collaborative string constituent part 446 are 
communicated, but before the pod has completed processing 
of the changes to collaborative string constituent part 446. 
This alloWs a user to continue to use an applet Without 
having to Wait for processing of previous changes to be 
completed. 
[0061] Transparent Object Serialization 

[0062] As used herein, “serialization” refers to the process 
of transforming a complex data set (e.g., a database) into a 
linear data set that can be stored on data storage device (e.g., 
a hard disk). In one embodiment, object serialiZation is used 
to provide persistence for collaborative objects. 

[0063] According to one embodiment of the present inven 
tion, unless active, pods reside on a hard disk or other 
storage device in the server computer system. When a 
connection is received for an inactive pod stored on a hard 
disk, the server computer system loads the pod into main 
memory and restores the state of the pod as of the last time 
the pod Was active. The server then delivers the incoming 
messages to the active pod. 

[0064] In one embodiment, When the pod’s messages have 
been processed and the pod is no longer active, the server 
saves the state of the pod, moves the pod to hard disk or 
other storage device and clears the pod from main memory. 
By having the pod in main memory only When connections 
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are open to the pod, a server computer system can support 
a large number of pods Without using correspondingly large 
amounts of memory. Thus, pods consume resources of the 
server computer system only When active and being used by 
clients. 

[0065] Periodic serialiZation can initiated to maintain per 
sistence for collaborative objects. In one embodiment, serv 
ers serialiZe objects that have been active for a preselected 
period of time Without serialiZation. Periodic serialiZation 
alloWs the state of the pod to be saved When the pod is active 
so that the state can be retrieved should an event occur that 

Would cause the pod to lose data, such as the server 
computer system crashing. In order to coordinate the state of 
the pod With the stored state, periodic serialiZation should 
occur betWeen messages. 

[0066] Optimistic Concurrency Control 

[0067] In general, tWo types of concurrency control (e.g., 
pessimistic and optimistic) and tWo types of collaborative 
architectures (e.g., centraliZed and distributed) can be pro 
vided, Which results in four choices for concurrency control. 
Pessimistic concurrency control requires communication 
With other systems (e.g., a server) before changing locally 
(e.g., the client). Optimistic concurrency control, on the 
other hand, does not require communications before making 
a local change. Optimistic algorithms are Well-suited for 
high-latency comminations because the result of a user’s 
action can be displayed before an associated message makes 
a round-trip betWeen the applet and the server. 

[0068] In distributed architectures, applets communicate 
With other applets to provide concurrency control. In cen 
traliZed architectures, applets communicate With pods and 
the pods provide concurrency control. Because of the many 
possible messages required, distributed optimistic concur 
rency control can become complex very rapidly as applets 
are added to the architecture. The increased complexity 
increases netWork resources required to provide concur 
rency control betWeen applets. One embodiment of optimis 
tic concurrency control is described in detail in a paper 
entitled “HIGH-LATENCY, LOW-BANDWIDTH WIN 
DOWING IN THE JUPITER COLLABORATION SYS 
TEM” published in the Proceedings of the Eighth Annual 
Symposium on User Interface SoftWare and Technology 
(UIST), Nov. 15-17, 1995. As described in greater detail 
beloW, the present invention provides a centraliZed archi 
tecture With optimistic concurrency control. 

[0069] In one embodiment of the present invention, opti 
mistic concurrency control is provided only for individual 
applet-pod links. In this manner, each applet appears to 
operate synchronously With respect to the pod. The pod can 
use a change propagation algorithm to update all applets and 
thereby provide concurrency control betWeen applets. In one 
embodiment, if either the applet or the pod initiates a change 
to data, the change is applied locally and a message describ 
ing the change is sent to the other party. 

[0070] As discussed earlier, optimistic concurrency con 
trol alloWs applets to change data Without having to Wait for 
pod interaction. If either the applet or the pod initiates a 
change, the change is immediately applied locally and a 
message is sent to the corresponding party. When messages 
cross in the netWork, each receiver modi?es the incoming 
message so that the message makes sense relative to the 
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receiving object’s current state. Modifying con?icting mes 
sages is described in greater detail beloW. 

[0071] Concurrency control is not applied directly 
betWeen applets, instead concurrency control is applied 
betWeen a pod and a single applet as messages are received 
from the individual applets. Changes are then broadcast to 
the other corresponding applets. In this manner, a tWo-Way 
optimistic concurrency control algorithm can be applied to 
an n-Way collaborative object architecture, Which is much 
simpler than implementing the n-Way optimistic concur 
rency control. 

[0072] FIG. 5 is one embodiment of tWo messages of a 
single string object that cross in a netWork. The eXample of 
FIG. 5 is an update con?ict that results in an incorrect 
update. Concurrency control of the present invention alloWs 
collaborative objects to recogniZe the con?ict and modify 
messages When necessary to avoid such con?icts. 

[0073] If the messages of FIG. 5 are not transformed on 
receipt, the ?nal values in applet 550 and pod 510 are 
different. The original strings, string 552 in applet 550 and 
string 512 in pod 510 are the same (“ABCDE”). The user of 
applet 550 deletes “D” and applet 550 generates DELi4 
message 554 in response to delete the fourth letter in string 
552, Which results in string 556 (“ABCE”). DELi4 mes 
sage 554 is communicated to pod 510 via netWork 500. 

[0074] Prior to pod 510 processing DELi4 message 554 
from applet 550, a user of pod 510 deletes “B” and pod 510 
generates DELiZ message 514 in response to delete the 
second letter in string 512, Which results in string 516 
(“ACDE”). DELiZ message 514 is then communicated to 
applet 550 via netWork 500. Prior to processing the delete 
messages, string 556 in applet 550 includes “ABCE” and 
string 516 in pod 510 includes “ACDE”. 

[0075] When pod 510 processes DELi4 message 554, the 
fourth letter in the string (“E”) is deleted to result in string 
520 (“ACD”). Similarly, When applet processes DELiZ 
message 514, the second letter in the string (“B”) is deleted 
to result in string 560 including “ACE”. Thus, Without 
concurrency control, the ?nal string in applet 550 and pod 
510 do not match. 

[0076] Concurrency control according to the present 
invention modi?es DELi4 message 554 from applet 550 to 
a DELi3 message to delete “D” from string 516 instead of 
deleting “E”. As described beloW, the architecture of the 
present invention includes concurrency control to handle 
update con?icts so that pods and corresponding applets have 
the same data When all appropriate message have been 
processed. 

[0077] A general tool for handling update con?icts is 
described as the XFORM function. The XFORM function is 
intended to describe a broad category of functions that have 
the properties that are described beloW. In the folloWing 
description 

[0078] Where A and P refer to the original applet and pod 
messages, respectively. Messages A‘ and P‘ have the prop 
erty that if the applet applies A folloWed by P‘, and the pod 
applies P folloWed by A‘, the applet and the pod Will be in 
the same state. 
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[0079] In the update con?ict example of FIG. 5, the 
following transform is an example of the transform that can 
be applied. 

XFORM(del x, del y) : 

{del x- 1, del y} if x>y; 

{del x, del y-l} if x<y; and 

[0080] In other Words, later indexes in a string are modi 
?ed to account for earlier deletions. 

[0081] FIG. 6 is one embodiment of a state space for an 
applet and a pod While processing messages. Each node is 
labeled With the number of applet and pod messages pro 
cessed When in that state. Solid lines indicate the applet path 
and dotted lines indicate the pod path. For example, if the 
applet is in state (2,3), the applet has processed tWo of its 
oWn messages and three messages from the corresponding 
pod. In the example of FIG. 6, a con?ict occurs starting 
from state (1,1). 

[0082] As messages are processed, the applet and pod 
move through the state space of FIG. 6. If the applet and pod 
process messages in the same order, no con?icts occur and 
the applet and pod take the same path (e.g., (0,0) to (1,0) to 
(1,1)). In the example, of FIG. 6, the applet and pod process 
different messages While in state (1,1). As a result, the applet 
moves to state (2,1) and the pod moves to state (1,2). To 
resolve the con?ict of being in different states, both the 
applet and the pod process the message from the other party 
With the appropriate XFORM function. 

[0083] Processing messages With the XFORM function 
moves both the applet and the pod to state (2,2). The applet 
and pod both process a message from the pod to move to 
state (2,3). Thus, as the applet and pod states diverge, the 
XFORM function(s) are used to reconcile the messages 
processed so that the applet and the pod move to the same 
state. 

[0084] The messaging protocol of the present invention 
labels each message With the state of the sender just prior to 
When the message Was generated. These labels are used to 
detect con?icts and the XFORM function(s) are used to 
resolve the con?icts. The messaging protocol guarantees 
that When an applet and pod reach the same state, all objects 
Will have identical values. 

[0085] The XFORM function takes a pair of applet and 
pod messages that Were generated from the same starting 
state and returns transformed messages that alloW the applet 
and the pod to reach the same ?nal state. When the applet 
and pod diverge by only a single state the XFORM function 
can be used directly. HoWever, When the applet and pod 
diverge by more than one state, reconciliation is more 
complex and the XFORM function cannot be used directly. 

[0086] FIG. 7 is one embodiment of a state space in Which 
an applet and a pod diverge by more than one state. In the 
example of FIG. 7, the applet has executed A to move to 
state (1,0) then receives a con?icting P1 message from the 
pod. The applet uses the XFORM function to generate P1‘ to 
get to state (1,1). 
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[0087] The pod then generates P2 from state (0,1), Which 
indicates that the pod has not yet processed A. The applet 
cannot use XFORM(A, P2) because A and P2 Were not 
generated from the same starting state. For example using 
the XFORM function described above, if Ais DELi4, P1 is 
DELil, and P2 is DELi3, then the correct transform for P2 
is NO_OP; hoWever XFORM(A, P2) is DELi3. 
[0088] In the example of FIG. 7, When the applet com 
putes P1‘, it also computes and stores A‘, both of Which are 
returned by the XFORM function. A‘ represents a hypotheti 
cal message that the applet Would have generated to move 
from state (0,1) to (1,1). 

[0089] When P2 arrives, the applet uses A‘ to compute 
XFORM(A‘, P2)={A“, P2‘}. The applet executes P2‘ to get 
to state (1,2). If the pod has processed the applet’s message, 
the pod Will be in state (1,2) also. If not, the next message 
Will originate from (0,3), not shoWn in FIG. 7. For this 
reason, the applet stores A“. This process continues until the 
applet and the pod are in the same state. 

[0090] FIG. 8 is one embodiment of a ?oW diagram for 
sending a message. The message is described in terms of 
being sent from an applet to a pod; hoWever, messages sent 
from the pod to the applet are processed in the same manner. 
For purposes of explanation, the example of FIG. 8 assumes 
that the pod Was last knoWn in state (x, y) and has sent k 
messages, leaving the pod in state (x+k, y). These messages 
are kept in the outgoing queue. In the ?oW diagrams of 
FIGS. 8 and 9, MyMsgs refers to the number of messages 
processed by the generating object and OtherMsgs refers to 
the number of messages received and processed. For the 
applet, MyMsgs is x+k and OtherMsgs is y. 

[0091] In step 810 the operation is performed locally by 
the applet to move the applet to state (x+k, y+1). In step 820, 
the operation along With MyMsgs and OtherMsgs is sent to 
the pod. In step 830, the message sent to the pod is added to 
the outgoing message queue of the applet. In step 840, 
MyMsgs is incremented. 

[0092] FIG. 9 is one embodiment of a ?oW diagram for 
receiving a message. The example of FIG. 9 assumes the 
same starting state as the example of FIG. 8. Thus, the next 
message received must originate from one of the states 
betWeen (x, y) and (x+k, y), inclusive. Assuming that the pod 
has processed an arbitrary number of the k applet 
messages, the received message comes from state (x+i, y), 
Which takes the pod to state (x+i, y+1). 

[0093] In step 910 a message is received. Step 920 oper 
ates to remove the messages saved by the applet that take the 
applet from state (x, y) to (x+i, y) because those messages 
have been processed by the pod and are no longer necessary 
to implement hypothetical messages to reconcile divergent 
states. In step 930, the incoming message is transformed, if 
necessary, With respect to the saved messages as described 
above. In one embodiment, any messages transformed are 
saved as transformed messages. 

[0094] The result of step 930 is a message that takes the 
applet from state (x+k, y) to (x+k, y+1). In step 940 the 
message resulting from step 930 is applied locally. In step 
950, the operation is broadcast to corresponding active 
applets. In step 960, OtherMsgs is incremented. The steps of 
FIG. 9 result in a saved sequence of messages that takes the 
applet from the last knoWn pod state, (x+i, y+1) to the 
current state, (x+k, y+1). 
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[0095] In one embodiment, messages are saved until the 
messages are acknowledged by the corresponding pod/ 
applet in order to transform incoming messages properly. 
Acknowledgements can be piggy-backed on outgoing mes 
sages. If messages are one-sided, explicit acknowledge 
ments can be generated. 

[0096] By applying concurrency control betWeen an 
applet and a pod and having the pod broadcast incoming 
messages to other applets, a tWo-Way concurrency control 
protocol can be used to provide n-Way concurrency control. 
Each applet individually communicates messages that are 
processed via a tWo-Way protocol and the results are broad 
cast to other applets behaving in the same manner. 

[0097] Summary 
[0098] Optimistic concurrency control is Well suited for 
use With lightWeight asynchronous messaging because the 
applet/pod generating a message is free to continue opera 
tion Without Waiting for a response from the receiving 
pod/applet. Thus, combination of optimistic concurrency 
control and lightWeight asynchronous messaging provides 
objects With more natural, real-time response than Would 
otherWise be possible. 

[0099] Collaborative objects alloW intelligence to be 
included in the applets so that operations can be performed 
Without generating messages to a pod. Thus, collaborative 
objects further improve the natural, real-time response that 
can be provided by objects as compared to the prior art. 
Transparent object serialiZation provides persistence that 
alloWs a user to use an object Without the need to manually 
save or otherWise be concerned With saving the state of an 
object. Transparent object serialiZation can also reduce data 
losses should computer systems crash or otherWise lose state 
that has not been saved. 

[0100] In the foregoing speci?cation, the present invention 
has been described With reference to speci?c embodiments 
thereof. It Will, hoWever, be evident that various modi?ca 
tions and changes can be made thereto Without departing 
from the broader spirit and scope of the invention. The 
speci?cation and draWings are, accordingly, to be regarded 
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A collaborative-object architecture comprising: 

a ?rst computer system running a pod having a ?rst set of 
constituent parts; and 

a second computer system coupled to the ?rst computer 
system, the second computer system running an applet 
having a second set of constituent parts, the pod and the 
applet together comprising a collaborative object, 
Wherein the ?rst set of constituent parts correspond to 
the second set of constituent parts such that changes to 
one of the second set of constituent parts cause corre 
sponding changes to a corresponding constituent part in 
the ?rst set of constituent parts; 

Wherein the applet receives input and generates a message 
to the pod in response to the input, and further Wherein 
the applet applies the input Without Waiting for a 
response from the pod. 

2. The architecture of claim 1, Wherein the applet gener 
ates a message packet to the pod comprising multiple 
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messages, and further Wherein the messages are optimiZed to 
reduce non-essential data included in each message. 

3. The architecture of claim 1, Wherein data controlled by 
the pod is serialiZed and stored on a data storage device if a 
message packet is not received by the pod for a preselected 
period of time. 

4. The architecture of claim 1, Wherein the pod receives 
message packets from the applet and communicates the 
packets to additional applets. 

5. The architecture of claim 1, Wherein the pod receives 
message packets from multiple applets, determines an order 
in Which to process the received message packets and 
communicates a set of data resulting from the processing to 
the multiple applets such that the multiple applets receive 
the set of data from messages originating from the pod. 

6. A method for a collaborative-object architecture com 
prising: 

running a pod having a ?rst set of constituent parts on a 
server computer system coupled to a ?rst client com 
puter system running a ?rst applet having a second set 
of constituent parts and to a second client computer 
system running a second applet having a third set of 
constituent parts; 

receiving a message from one of the second set of 
constituent parts indicating a change to data controlled 
by the constituent part; 

processing the message by changing a corresponding 
constituent part in the ?rst set of constituent parts based 
on the message, Wherein the ?rst applet continues 
normal eXecution prior to the processing of the mes 
sage; and 

sending an update to the second applet indicating the 
change corresponding to the message. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the step of receiving 
a message comprises receiving a message packet having 
multiple messages indicating changes to data controlled by 
the constituent part. 

8. The method of claim 6, Wherein the update comprises 
multiple messages, and further Wherein the messages are 
optimiZed to reduce non-essential data included in each 
message. 

9. The method of claim 6, Wherein the step of receiving 
a message further comprises: 

receiving a message from multiple applets; 

determining an order in Which to process the multiple 
messages; and 

transforming incoming messages, if necessary, based on a 
state of the sending applet. 

10. A computer readable medium having stored thereon 
sequences of instructions Which When eXecuted cause a 
processor to: 

run a pod having a ?rst set of constituent parts on a server 
computer system, Wherein the server computer system 
is coupled to a ?rst client computer system running a 
?rst applet having a second set of constituent parts and 
to a second client computer system running a second 
applet having a third set of constituent parts; 

receive a message from one of the second set of constitu 
ent parts indicating a change to data controlled by the 
constituent part; 
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process the message by changing a corresponding con 
stituent part in the ?rst set of constituent parts based on 
the message, Wherein the ?rst applet continues normal 
execution prior to the processing of the message; and 

send an update to the second applet indicating the change 
corresponding to the message. 

11. The computer readable medium of claim 10, Wherein 
the sequences of instructions further comprise sequences of 
instruction that, When executed, cause the processor to 
receive a message packet having multiple messages indicat 
ing changes to data controlled by the constituent part. 

12. The computer readable medium of claim 10, Wherein 
the update comprises multiple messages, and further 
Wherein the messages are optimiZed to reduce non-essential 
data included in each message. 

13. The computer readable medium of claim 10, Wherein 
the sequences of instruction that cause the processor to 
receive a message further comprise sequences of instruc 
tions that cause the processor to: 

receive a message from multiple applets; 

determine an order in Which to process the multiple 
messages; and 

transform incoming messages, if necessary, based on a 
state of the sending applet. 

14. Amethod for a collaborative-object architecture com 
prising: 

running an applet having a ?rst set of constituent parts; 

receiving an input that indicates a change to data con 
trolled by one of the ?rst set of constituent parts; 

generating a message indicating the change to the data; 

sending the message to a pod having a constituent part 
corresponding to the constituent part receiving the 
change; and 

continuing running the applet Without Waiting for a 
response from the pod. 

15. The method of claim 14, Wherein generating a mes 
sage comprises generating multiple messages, and further 
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Wherein the messages are optimiZed to reduce non-essential 
data included in each message. 

16. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 

receiving an update from the pod indicating changes to 
the data; 

transforming the update, if necessary, based on the state of 
the pod When the update is generated; and 

modifying the data based on the update. 
17. A computer readable medium having stored thereon 

sequences of instructions that, When executed, cause a 
processor to: 

run an applet having a ?rst set of constituent parts; 

receive an input that indicates a change to data controlled 
by one of the ?rst set of constituent parts; 

generate a message indicating the change to the data; 

send the message to a pod having a constituent part 
corresponding to the constituent part receiving the 
change; and 

continue running the applet Without Waiting for a response 
from the pod. 

18. The computer readable medium of claim 17, Wherein 
the sequences of instructions that cause the processor to 
generate a message further comprise sequences of instruc 
tions that cause the processor to generate multiple messages, 
Wherein the messages are optimiZed to reduce non-essential 
data included in each message. 

19. The computer readable medium of claim 17, further 
comprising sequences of instruction that, When executed, 
cause the processor to: 

receive an update from the pod indicating changes to the 
data; 

transform the update, if necessary, based on the state of 
the pod When the update is generated; and 

modify the data based on the update. 

* * * * * 


